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Abstract: The acceleration of urbanization and the consequent increase in population have exacerbated urban road
traffic issues, such as congestion, frequent accidents, and vehicle violations, posing significant challenges to urban
development. Traditional manual traffic management methods are proving inadequate in meeting the demands of
rapidly evolving urban environments, necessitating an enhancement in the intelligence level of urban road traffic
management systems. Recent advancements in computer vision and deep learning technologies have highlighted
the potential of image processing and machine learning-based traffic management systems. In this context, the
application of object detection and tracking technologies, particularly the YOLOv5 and Deep learning-based Simple
Online and Realtime Tracking (DeepSORT) algorithms, has emerged as a pivotal approach for the intelligent
management of urban traffic. This study employs these advanced object detection and tracking technologies to
identify, classify, track, and measure vehicles on the road through video analysis, thereby providing robust support
for urban traffic management decisions and planning. Utilizing digital twin technology, a virtual replica of traffic flow
is constructed from camera data, serving as the dataset for training different YOLOv5 algorithm variants (YOLOv5s,
YOLOv5m, and YOLOv5l). Upon comparison of training outcomes, the YOLOv5s model is selected for vehicle
detection and recognition in video feeds. Subsequently, the DeepSORT algorithm is applied for vehicle tracking
and matching, facilitating the calculation of vehicles’ average speed based on tracking data and the temporal interval
between adjacent frames. Results, stored in Comma-Separated Value (CSV) format for future analysis, indicate
that the system is capable of accurately identifying, tracking, and computing the average speed of vehicles across
various traffic scenarios, thereby significantly supporting urban traffic management and advancing the intelligent
development of urban road traffic. This approach underscores the critical role of integrating cutting-edge object
detection and tracking technologies with digital twin models in enhancing urban traffic management systems.

Keywords: Urban traffic management; Deep learning; YOLOv5; Deep simple online and realtime tracking (Deep-
SORT); Digital twins

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the economy and the rapid growth of per capita GDP, the speed of urbanization
is also very fast. At present, people’s living standards are improving, and private cars are also increasing year by
year. Due to the convenience brought by their travel, the number of cars in use is increasing exponentially. Taking
China as an example, by the end of February 2023, the total number of motor vehicles in China had reached 319.03
million [1]. The mismatch between the increase in local demands for urban transportation and the disproportionate
growth of local transportation supplies may cause serious traffic congestion issues [2]. Due to the complex road
environment, various external environmental factors, and human factors, traffic accidents occur frequently [3], and
every time a traffic accident occurs, it will cause congestion on one side of the road. Traffic congestion has become
one of the biggest obstacles restricting city economic development; it results in high consumption of fuel, increases
the cost of commutes, and also pollutes the environment [4].

Many corresponding methods, technologies, and means have emerged to address the current influencing factors
of traffic regulation. It can perform traffic flow statistics, prediction, vehicle trajectory tracking, vehicle speed
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measurement, and dispatch traffic police patrols to take appropriate measures in a timely manner to solve road
traffic problems when they are discovered. The success of an ITS is mainly determined by the quality of traffic
information provided to traffic stakeholders and the ability to apply traffic information towards developing policies,
control systems, and traffic prediction models [5]. Therefore, knowing how to accurately and effectively obtain the
types and quantities of motor vehicles on the road and provide higher-quality data is a prerequisite for determining
the effectiveness of intelligent and intelligent management of road traffic.

This article mainly integrates YOLOv5 and DeepSORT algorithms to achieve vehicle recognition and speed
measurement functions on datasets generated through digital twin technology, thereby effectively improving traffic
management efficiency. Among them, YOLOv5 is a deep learning model used for object detection tasks that can
quickly and accurately detect various objects, such as vehicles and pedestrians in traffic scenes. DeepSORT is a
multi-target tracking algorithm that can track and classify vehicles based on detection and calculate key data, such
as vehicle speed, in real-time.

Firstly, by combining the above algorithms, traffic conditions can be monitored, effectively reducing the oc-
currence of traffic congestion. Secondly, through the speed measurement function, the driving speed of vehicles
on the road can be detected, and speeding vehicles can be reminded and punished, thereby enhancing road traffic
safety. Finally, historical traffic data can be saved to provide support for urban planning and public transportation
decision-making.

This article will elaborate on the principles of YOLOv5 and DeepSORT algorithms and compare the different
variants of YOLOv5. At the same time, the implementation process and display of experimental results are aimed at
providing useful references for research and application in the field of urban road traffic management.

The YOLOv5 and DeepSORT algorithms are widely used, and the urban road traffic management system based
on YOLOv5 and DeepSORT has attracted widespread attention from researchers. Payne et al. proposed a smart
traffic management system for urban roads called “Smart Roads”, which uses YOLOv5 and DeepSORT algorithms
for vehicle detection and tracking and analyzes historical data for traffic condition prediction and signal control
strategy optimization. At the same time, the system can also achieve functions such as overspeed detection and
traffic flow monitoring. In addition, Huang et al. also developed a traffic flow monitoring system based on deep
learning, which uses YOLOv5 and DeepSORT algorithms to detect and track vehicles and calculates real-time traffic
flow data such as vehicle speed and density. In the field of smart traffic management on urban roads, YOLOv5 and
DeepSORT algorithms based on the Python programming language have become hot research directions. Related
studies have shown that the application of these technologies can effectively improve traffic management efficiency,
alleviate traffic congestion problems, and enhance road traffic safety, which is an important direction for the future
development of urban road traffic.

In order to effectively improve traffic management efficiency, alleviate traffic congestion, and enhance road
traffic safety, this paper studies the detector YOLOv5 and the tracking algorithm DeepSORT and develops a high-
performance real-time multi-target detection and tracking speed measurement model. The main content of the paper
is as follows:

(1) Vehicle detection based on the YOLOv5 model. In vehicle recognition scenarios, the YOLO series algorithm
performs the best. This article mainly introduces the development process and main improvement points of the YOLO
series object detection algorithms and discusses in detail the backbone network structure and operation methods
of these algorithms. We have provided a brief introduction to the YOLOv1, YOLOv2, YOLO9000, YOLOv3, and
YOLOv4 algorithms, with a focus on analyzing the network structure of the YOLOv5 algorithm and the operational
principles of each constituent module. The YOLO series algorithm performs better. Through investigation, it has
been shown that the YOLO series algorithm performs better in the field of vehicle recognition and detection. This
paper compares YOLO series algorithms and different variants of YOLOv5, and finally uses YOLO5’s model in the
YOLOv5 algorithm for vehicle recognition detection.

(2) Vehicle tracking based on the DeepSORT algorithm. This article adopts the DeepSORT algorithm for vehicle
tracking, which is a vehicle tracking method that combines motion models and appearance feature models. Its
predecessor was the SORT algorithm, which is highly effective in solving multi-objective tracking problems.

(3) Vehicle speed measurement. This article designs an algorithm to measure vehicle speed. The algorithm first
needs to convert the position difference (i.e., pixel distance) between the current frame and the previous frame of
the vehicle into the true spatial distance. Meanwhile, due to the possibility that the video shooting angle may not be
perpendicular to the vehicle’s movement trajectory, the calculated speed value may be lower than the actual speed.
Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the actual speed of the vehicle based on the pixel width of the vehicle category,
the video frame rate, and the mapping relationship from pixel distance to real spatial distance. Store the calculated
vehicle ID and speed in a CSV file for subsequent queries and analysis.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzed the YOLO series algorithm and different
variants of YOLOv5 and selected the YOLOv5s model for vehicle detection. Section 3 analyzed the principle of
the DeepSORT algorithm and used it for vehicle tracking. Section 4 designed a speed measurement algorithm to
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measure the speed of vehicles in the video, process errors, and output the vehicle ID and speed to a CSV file for
subsequent queries and analysis. Section 5 provides a summary and identifies future research directions.

2 YOLO Series Vehicle Detection Algorithms
2.1 YOLO Algorithms Throughout History

The YOLO network is trained by data sets, and the model tests traffic flow statistics. The statistical results reflect
the effect of traffic flow monitoring [6]. With the development of the YOLO algorithm, detection performance has
been rapidly improved.

The first-generation YOLO algorithm in the YOLO series was proposed by Redmon et al. [7]. This method first
proposed an anchor box-based vehicle detection method, inspired by the Google Net network, and built an end-to-end
object detection framework using the VGG-16 convolutional neural network (CNN). However, YOLOv1 has issues
such as inaccurate positioning and poor detection performance for small objects.

In 2017, Redmon and Farhadi [8] proposed YOLO9000, the second-generation algorithm of the YOLO series,
YOLOv2. Compared with YOLOv1, YOLOv2 has improved its network structure by using a deeper CNN (Darknet-
19), as shown in Table 1. The introduction of anchor boxes and batch normalization technology significantly improves
detection performance and speed.

Table 1. Darknet-19

Type Filters Size/Stride Output
Convolutional 32 3*3 224*224

Maxpool 2*2/2 112*112
Convolutional 64 3*3 112*112

Maxpool 2*2/2 56*56
Convolutional 128 3*3 56*56
Convolutional 64 1*1 56*56
Convolutional 128 3*3 56*56

Maxpool 2*2/2 28*28
Convolutional 256 3*3 28*28
Convolutional 128 1*1 28*28
Convolutional 256 3*3 28*28

Maxpool 2*2/2 14*14
Convolutional 512 3*3 14*14
Convolutional 256 1*1 14*14
Convolutional 512 3*3 14*14
Convolutional 256 1*1 14*14
Convolutional 512 3*3 14*14

Maxpool 2*2/2 7*7
Convolutional 1024 3*3 7*7
Convolutional 512 1*1 7*7
Convolutional 1024 3*3 7*7
Convolutional 512 1*1 7*7
Convolutional 1024 3*3 7*7
Convolutional 1000 1*1 7*7

Avgpool Global 1000

The YOLOv3 algorithm was proposed by Redmon and Farhadi [9] in 2018. YOLOv3 added modules such as
residual network (ResNet) and feature pyramid network (FPN) to the network structure, further improving detection
accuracy and achieving the best results in the field of object detection at that time. YOLOv3 can achieve good
performance on a powerful GPU, but the training process is still very time-consuming. Under the conditions of
embedded computing devices with limited computing power and limited memory hardware, using this method to
perform real-time object detection is still very difficult [10].

In April 2020, Bochkovskiy et al. [11] made significant improvements and optimizations on the basis of YOLOv3
and proposed the YOLOv4 algorithm. It introduces innovative designs such as the CSPDarknet53 network structure,
SPP module, and SAM module, further enhancing detection accuracy and speed. In addition, YOLOv4 adopts
strategies such as multi-scale data augmentation and mosaic data augmentation during the training process, increasing
the diversity and richness of the dataset and thereby making the detection effect more excellent.
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2.2 YOLOv5 Algorithm Introduction

YOLOv5 was released in June 2020 [12]. Compared with previous versions, YOLOv5 has made improvements
and optimizations in network structure, feature extractor, and training strategy, achieving more efficient object
detection. This section mainly elaborates on YOLOv5 from various aspects, such as data augmentation, network
design principles, and model loss functions.
2.2.1 Data enhancement

The YOLOV5 model mainly uses the Mosaic method [13] for data augmentation at the input end. The principle
of its method is similar to the CutMix method [14], but it is different from Mosaic in that it randomly takes four
images to stitch together for training in order to reduce the use of GPUs and effectively improve the detection and
localization ability of small targets. In addition, YOLOv5 also uses an adaptive anchor box training method [15],
which embeds the calculation of anchor boxes into the overall code, generates prediction boxes based on the initial
fixed size, and then continuously updates the calculation to obtain the optimal anchor box size to adapt to different
datasets. At the input end, YOLOv5 uses adaptive scaling to solve the problem of the input image’s aspect ratio not
being fixed. It calculates the scaling ratio and size, scales the input image appropriately, and fills the smaller side
with black edges after scaling to ensure that the scaled size is a multiple of 32, greatly improving the algorithm’s
inference speed.
2.2.2 Network structure

Figure 1. YOLOv5 network structure

YOLOv5 adopts a new network structure, namely Cross Stage Partial Network (CSPNet). YOLOv5 also
introduces some new technologies, including the feature pyramid, Path Aggregation Network (PANet), and channel
attention mechanism, to improve detection accuracy. At the same time, in order to solve the problem of data imbalance,
YOLOv5 adopts a class-balanced cross-entropy loss function and uses an adaptive learning rate adjustment method to
improve the model’s generalization ability. In addition, YOLOv5 also supports training strategies such as multi-scale
prediction and image flipping data augmentation to improve the robustness and generalization ability of the model.
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Compared with other deep learning algorithms, YOLOv5 has a smaller number of model parameters and can run
under lower computational resources and memory constraints. YOLOv5 has different variants, and the algorithm
flow for each variant is shown in Figure 1, Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. YOLOv5 depth (red dashed box)

YOLOv5s YOLOv5m YOLOv5l YOLOv5x
First CSP CSP 1 CSP 2 CSP 3 CSP 4

Second CSP CSP 3 CSP 6 CSP 9 CSP 12
Third CSP CSP 3 CSP 6 CSP 9 CSP 12
First CSP2 CSP2 1 CSP2 2 CSP2 3 CSP2 4

Second CSP2 CSP2 1 CSP2 2 CSP2 3 CSP2 4
Third CSP2 CSP2 1 CSP2 2 CSP2 3 CSP2 4
Forth CSP2 CSP2 1 CSP2 2 CSP2 3 CSP2 4
Fifth CSP2 CSP2 1 CSP2 3 CSP2 3 CSP2 4

Table 3. YOLOv5 width (black arrow)

Number of Convolution Kernels YOLOv5s YOLOv5m YOLOv5l YOLOv5x
(1) 32 48 64 80
(2) 64 96 128 160
(3) 128 192 256 320
(4) 256 384 512 640
(5) 512 768 1024 1280

2.2.3 Model loss function
In the training process of object detection, the common phenomenon of imbalanced samples has a significant

impact on the performance of the model, so a loss function is usually used to calculate the model loss. In the model
bounding box regression loss, the IoU intersection union ratio is usually used as a measure. Assuming A is the
predicted box and B is the actual box, its calculation is shown in Eq. (1).

IoU{A,B} =
area(A) ∩ area(B)

area(A) ∪ area(B)
(1)

In general, the closer the value of IoU is to 1, the greater the degree of matching, and the smaller the regression
loss. However, when using IoU to measure losses, it may occur that the predicted box and the actual box do
not overlap, resulting in IoULoss = 1. Or there may be situations where the predicted boxes are the same and
the calculated IoU is equal, with IoU being equal, and IoULoss is unable to distinguish the phenomenon of two
intersecting. To address this issue, the GIoULoss function was adopted. GIoULoss has added a measurement
method for intersection scale. Firstly, the minimum box area AC containing both A and B target boxes and the
intersection area U of theA and B target boxes are calculated. The specific calculation is shown in Eq. (2).

{
GIoU = IoU − |AC−U |

|AC |
GIoULoss = 1−GIoU

(2)

But if the predicted box obtained happens to be inside the target box and has the same area size, the difference
size obtained through AC − U is the same, resulting in the same GIoULoss value and the inability to distinguish its
position. In order to improve training stability, GIoU simultaneously calculates the overlapping area, center point
distance, and aspect ratio of the target boxes A and B, as shown in Eq. (3).


CIoU = IoU − ρ2

c2 − v2

(1−I0u)+v

CIoULoss = 1−GIoU

v = 4
π

(
arctan xl2−xl1

yl2−yl1
− acrtan

xρ2−xρ1

yρ2−yρ1

)2
(3)
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where, ρ is the Euclidean distance between the center points of target boxes A and B, and c is the minimum diagonal
length of the rectangle surrounding A and B. v indicates the similarity between the aspect ratios of boxes A and B.
When the aspect ratios are equal, 0 is taken, and when the aspect ratio difference is infinitely large, 1 is taken.

During the object detection process, YOLOv5 uses NMS non maximum suppression to filter out excess detection
boxes.

2.3 Experimental Process and Analysis

This paper chooses to use a subset of the COCO dataset, namely COCO128, to train YOLOv5, which only
contains 128 categories, 7321 images, and 10340 annotated objects. This greatly reduces the training time and
resource requirements of the model while also enabling faster validation of model performance and experimentation.
Although the COCO128 dataset is relatively small, it can still provide models with rich images and target categories,
enabling them to quickly learn the basic knowledge of object detection and lay the foundation for more complex
datasets and scenes. The dataset is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. COCO dataset

This article evaluates the test results using values such as precision (P), recall (R), and mean average precision
(MAP).

Due to the need to consider detection speed in vehicle tracking tasks, this article compared YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m,
and YOLOv5l.

The momentum parameter set for training is 0.937, the weight attenuation factor is 0.0005, the initial learning
rate is set to 0.01, and the IoU threshold is set to 0.2. By setting a smaller learning rate, the training process is more
stable, and overfitting is prevented. The training results of the YOLOv5 model after training are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Training results of different variants of YOLOv5

YOLOv5s YOLOv5m YOLOv5l
Box (P) 0.916 0.933 0.955
Box (R) 0.898 0.925 0.934

MAP50 (B) 0.955 0.971 0.975
MAP50-95 (B) 0.773 0.84 0.873

Mask (P) 0.897 0.971 0.938
Mask (R) 0.822 0.866 0.898

MAP50 (M) 0.862 0.911 0.935
MAP50-95 (M) 0.621 0.674 0.719

Speed 6h 10h 18h

Among them, Box (P) refers to the accuracy indicator used in object detection tasks, namely the bounding box
prediction accuracy (Precision);

Box (R) refers to the recall metric used in object detection tasks, namely the bounding box prediction recall
(Recall);
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MAP50 (B) refers to the average accuracy metric (AP) used in object detection tasks, which calculates the AP
value for all categories when the Intersection over Union (IoU) between predicted and true results is greater than or
equal to 0.5, and takes its average value;

MAP50-95 (B) refers to the AP metric used in object detection tasks, which calculates the AP values for all
categories with an IoU greater than or equal to 0.5 to 0.95 between predicted and true results, and takes the average
value; Mask (P) refers to the accuracy metric used in semantic segmentation tasks, namely pixel-level prediction
accuracy (Precision);

Mask (R) refers to the recall metric used in semantic segmentation tasks, namely pixel-level predicted recall
(Recall);

MAP50 (M) refers to the average accuracy metric (AP) used in semantic segmentation tasks, which calculates the
AP value for all categories when the IoU between predicted and true results is greater than or equal to 0.5, and takes
its average value; MAP50-95 (M) refers to the AP metric used in semantic segmentation tasks, which calculates the
AP values of all categories with an IoU greater than or equal to 0.5 to 0.95 between predicted and actual results, and
takes the average value. Speed refers to the training speed of Torch 1.8.0+CPU on the Windows 10 system.

The overall trend of the three models is shown in the above figure, so the best generation with test results will
be displayed in the table. Among the three models, YOLOv5s has the fastest recognition speed, so in subsequent
models, YOLOv5s will be used for further experiments.

When training the network model, the loss and MAP curves of the YOLOv5s algorithm obtained are shown
in Figure 3. After multiple iterations of training, the entire training converges well to a relatively low level. It is
evident that the loss curves of bounding box regression, target regression, and classification regression have basically
stabilized, and the model performance is relatively robust. At the same time, the benchmark network has reached an
MAP of around 0.97 0.5 (MAP at IoU value of 0.5) and around 0.9 MAP 0.5:0.95 (MAP with an IoU value of 0.5
to 0.95 and a step size of 0.05). From this, it can be seen that when the sample distribution is balanced, YOLOv5
detection shows less overfitting.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that the algorithm can excellently complete the target classification task, identifying
cars, trucks, and motorcycles in the vehicle.

Figure 3. YOLOv5s loss function

Figure 4. Different vehicle identification
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3 Vehicle Tracking Based on DeepSORT Algorithm
3.1 Analysis of DeepSORT Algorithm

SORT is a classic multi-target tracking algorithm that uses a Kalman filter to predict the position and velocity
information of the target in the next frame and the Hungarian algorithm to associate the detected target in the current
frame with the tracked target in the previous frame, thereby achieving multi-target tracking.

The DeepSORT algorithm is a multi-objective tracking algorithm that combines deep learning and the classic
object tracking algorithm SORT. The core idea of the DeepSORT algorithm is to extract target feature vectors through
deep learning and combine them with appearance models to improve the accuracy and robustness of multi-target
tracking. It uses CNN to learn target features, uses cosine similarity to measure the similarity between target features
between different frames, and uses greedy matching-based methods to determine target matching between different
frames. Compared with the SORT algorithm, the DeepSORT algorithm has better performance and robustness in
complex scenarios, such as overlapping and crossing between targets. In the competition for multi-target tracking,
the DeepSORT algorithm has achieved good performance and has become one of the most popular multi-target
tracking algorithms in the industry [16].
3.1.1 Hungarian algorithm

The Hungarian algorithm is an algorithm used to solve the maximum matching problem (assignment problem) in
bipartite graphs [17]. A bipartite graph refers to a graph in which all nodes can be divided into two disjoint sets, and
the two endpoints of all edges in the graph belong to these two sets, respectively. The maximum matching problem
refers to selecting the most edges in a bipartite graph so that these edges have no common endpoints. The Hungarian
algorithm in DeepSORT calculates the appearance similarity between each detected target and the previously tracked
target and uses it as an additional constraint. This similarity can be obtained by calculating the Mahalanobis distance
of the appearance features between two targets. At the same time, DeepSORT also performs keyframe sampling on
tracked targets to further improve the accuracy and stability of target matching.
3.1.2 Kalman filtering algorithm

The Kalman filter, evolved from Bayesian filtering, can predict the state data of the target vehicle in the current
frame of the video based on the state data of the target vehicle in the previous frame of the video [18]. The state
data vector of the target vehicle consists of 8 variables, including the x and y coordinates of the center point of
the detection box, the aspect ratio of the detection box, the height of the detection box, and the variation of these
variables. The Kalman filtering algorithm consists of two processes: prediction and parameter update, and the
corresponding calculation processes are Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).

{
x̂−
k = Ax̂k−1

P−
k = APk−1A

T +Q
(4)

 Kk = P−
k HT

(
HP−

k HT +R
)−1

x̂k = x̂−
k +Kk

(
zk −Hx̂−

k

)
Pk = (1−KkH)P−

k

(5)

In the formula, x̂k−1 is the state of the target vehicle in the k− 1 video frame, x̂−
k is the predicted state value of

the target vehicle in the k video frame, and A and Q are both 8× the matrix of 8, A is the state transition matrix,
Q is the estimated noise covariance matrix, Pk−1 represents the state estimation covariance of the target vehicle in
frames k− 1, and P−

k is the state estimation covariance of the target vehicle in frames k. After the k-th prediction, it
is necessary to update the parameters based on the k-th detection results. Eq. (5) describes the process of parameter
updates. Where Kk represents the k-th frame Kalman gain. H is the state observation matrix. R is 4× the covariance
matrix of observation noise for 4. zk represents the state observation value of the k-th frame. x̂k and P−

k are the best
estimated values and error covariance of the state at frame k, respectively, and they are used for predicting the target
vehicle state at frame k + 1 [19].

In the Kalman filtering algorithm, the error between the target vehicle prediction box and the target vehicle
detection box is measured by the Mahalanobis distance, which serves as the loss function of the Kalman filtering.
By using Kalman filtering, the optimal position data of the target vehicle in the current video frame can be predicted
based on its state information in the previous frame. If the distance between the detection position of the target
vehicle and the optimal position is less than the threshold, it is judged as the same vehicle; otherwise, it will be
judged as different vehicles. The values of matrices A, Q, and R can be found in Eqs. (6)-(8), where h is the height
of the detection box.
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Aij


1 i = j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8

1 i+ j = 6

0 other
(6)

Qij



(
h
20

)2
i = j = 1, 2, 4

10−4 i = j = 3(
h

120

)2
i = j = 5, 6, 8

10−10 i = j = 7

0 other

(7)

Rij


(

h
20

)2
i = j = 1, 2, 4

10−2 i = j = 3

0 other
(8)

Mahalanobis distance is an operational method for calculating the covariance distance between two data points,
while in the Kalman filtering algorithm, by predicting the state of the target vehicle, the prediction box of the target
vehicle can be obtained. To measure the error between the prediction box and the detection box of the target vehicle in
the current frame, Mahalanobis distance can be used as the loss function. By minimizing the Mahalanobis distance,
the best prediction results can be obtained, thereby achieving tracking and recognition of the target vehicle. Eq. (9)
is the calculation formula for Mahalanobis distance, where x is the vector composed of the predicted box position
coordinate values, µ is the mean of x, Σ is the variance of x.

Dm(x) =
√
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ) (9)

3.2 DeepSORT Algorithm Process

The DeepSORT algorithm is mainly divided into two stages: object detection and object tracking.
3.2.1 Object detection stage

In the object detection stage, the DeepSORT algorithm uses an object detector to detect targets in the image, and
in this paper, YOLOv5 is used for detection. For each detected target, the DeepSORT algorithm uses CNN to extract
its feature vectors, which will be used for subsequent target tracking.
3.2.2 Object tracking stage

In the object tracking phase, the DeepSORT algorithm uses the classic target tracking algorithm SORT to track
each detected target. On the basis of the SORT algorithm, the DeepSORT algorithm introduces a CNN based
appearance model and a greedy matching based association algorithm to improve the accuracy and robustness of
multi-target tracking. Specifically, the tracking process of the DeepSORT algorithm is as follows:

(1) Prediction: For each detected target in the current frame, use a Kalman filter to predict it and obtain its
position and velocity information for the next frame.

(2) Matching: For each predicted target, calculate the cosine similarity between its feature vector and the feature
vector of the tracked target in the previous frame, and use the Hungarian algorithm to match each predicted target
with its most similar target.

(3) Update: For each matched target, use a Kalman filter to update its position, velocity information, and feature
vectors. For unmatched targets, consider them as new targets and track them.

(4) Delete: For some targets that have not been matched in consecutive frames, they are considered leaving
targets and removed from the tracking list.

3.3 Experimental Process and Analysis
3.3.1 Improvement

DeepSORT is mainly used for pedestrian tracking, and we need to modify its input. The original input was
a rectangular box with a size of 128 (height) × 64 (width). To meet the needs of vehicle tracking, it needs to be
modified to a rectangular box of 64 (height) × 128 (width). This can better adapt to the shape and size of pedestrians.

Afterwards, the original kernel size was 8×4, which refers to the size of the convolutional kernel in the CNN. In
order to adapt to the new rectangular box size, it needs to be modified to 4×8. This can better match the new input
rectangle.
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3.3.2 Experimental process
In order to train the DeepSORT model, the VERI-WILD training set was used for training. VERI-WILD is a

dataset used for visual object recognition and tracking that includes 400000 images from 40000 vehicle identifiers.
The data is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. VERI-WILD training set

The model has a loss rate of 0.18 and an accuracy of 96.2% in the training set; the loss rate of the test set is 0.65,
and the accuracy is 80.2%. The result is shown in Figure 6. These results indicate that the DeepSORT model has
high accuracy and reliability for vehicle tracking tasks.

Figure 6. DeepSORT algorithm loss function

3.3.3 Analysis
The DeepSORT algorithm associates and matches the detector and tracker based on the detection results obtained

from the YOLOv5s model. In this way, the target can be tracked between different frames, and continuous tracking
of the target can be achieved.

Subgraph (a) of Figure 7 shows the detection result of the 35th frame of the video, and Subgraph (b) of Figure 7
shows the detection result of the 62nd frame. By observing the images in the video, we can see that the DeepSORT
algorithm has successfully assigned a unique ID to each vehicle, and as the video frame moves, the annotation box
for each vehicle also moves accordingly. This indicates that the algorithm is very effective in tracking vehicle targets
and can stably maintain their ID information unchanged. At the same time, the algorithm can also stably follow the
movement of the vehicle and maintain the stability of the annotation box. These characteristics all indicate that the
DeepSORT algorithm is an efficient target tracking algorithm that can accurately track and identify vehicle targets
in complex environments.
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Figure 7. Detection result

Figure 8. Detection diagram

Observing photos in Figure 8, we can observe that even after being obstructed by the vehicle with ID 92, the
original vehicle with ID 95 can still be correctly recognized. This indicates that the DeepSORT algorithm still has
very good tracking performance when encountering dynamic camera environments. This algorithm can deal with
some phenomena that may cause camera shake, such as occlusion between vehicles, so as to accurately track the
target. This characteristic makes the DeepSORT algorithm a very promising target tracking algorithm with broad
application prospects in practical applications [20].

Figure 9. Detection diagram

Observing photos in Figure 9, this paper demonstrates the tracking performance of the DeepSORT algorithm
under different lighting, weather, and road conditions by selecting four different scenes: day, cloudy, rainy night,
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and night for video detection and tracking. Through result analysis, it can be found that in these four scenarios,
the DeepSORT algorithm can stably track car targets and accurately identify and track cars. This indicates that the
algorithm has excellent accuracy and robustness, and can demonstrate excellent tracking performance in different
scenarios. This algorithm can maintain a stable tracking frame and accurately identify and track targets, whether it
is in low-light nights or complex weather conditions such as rainy days, and has high practical value. This tracking
algorithm has a very broad application prospect in fields such as traffic management, urban planning, and public
safety.

Finally, through testing multiple videos, this article selected five detection videos from the same day, but with
different detection speeds, densities, and shooting angles, in order to conduct accurate testing. Among the 5 detection
videos, the DeepSORT algorithm can display the number of vehicles on the current video screen and the cumulative
number of vehicles in the video, respectively. Table 5 shows the counting accuracy. From the data in Table 5, it can be
seen that the vehicle flow detection algorithm based on YOLOv5s and DeepSORT has good detection performance
for 5 different vehicle flow videos, with an average accuracy of 93.6%, MAE of 18.2, MSE of 460.2, and RMSE of
21.5. This indicates that the algorithm proposed in this article has strong adaptability to practical situations and also
has good detection accuracy in high-density or high-speed situations. This algorithm has great application value.

Table 5. Five different video detection effects for traffic flow

Traffic Flow Video Actual Number of Vehicles Detection Result Accuracy
Video 1 96 82 0.85
Video 2 348 332 0.95
Video 3 1168 1130 0.97
Video 4 720 698 0.97
Video 5 150 141 0.94

4 Vehicle Speed Measurement
4.1 Design Background

Road traffic is an important component of urban transportation systems, and the speeding of vehicles is one of
the main causes of traffic accidents. Therefore, in order to prevent traffic accidents, government departments need
to supervise and control vehicles on the road to ensure that their driving speed complies with traffic rules and road
safety standards. The vehicle speed measurement function is a technical means used to measure the speed of a
vehicle. It can monitor and record the speed of the vehicle in real time, and punish vehicles that exceed the speed
limit.

4.2 Algorithm Flow

This paper designs a function for vehicle speed measurement. Firstly, by traversing the locations list, obtain the
vehicle IDs (present IDs and prev IDs) tracked in the current and previous frames, respectively, and find the valid
vehicle IDs (work IDs) detected in both frames of the image. Then, based on the vehicle ID index, store the effective
location information of the detected vehicle in the current frame and the previous frame (including the center point
x coordinate, center point y coordinate, and target number) in work locations and work prev locations, respectively.
By calculating the position difference between work locations and work prev locations, we can obtain the distance
the vehicle moves in pixel space.

However, due to the fact that the video shooting perspective may not be perpendicular to the vehicle’s movement
trajectory, pixel distance cannot be directly converted into true spatial distance. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate
the actual speed of the vehicle based on the pixel width of the vehicle categories, the video frame rate, and the
mapping relationship from pixel distance to real spatial distance. In the calculation process, we keep one decimal
place and set the speed unit to km/h. Finally, we store the vehicle speed and its corresponding ID in the speed
two-dimensional list and return the result.

4.3 Experimentation

Use the YOLOv5s model for vehicle detection, identify vehicles, and obtain vehicle position information in each
frame of the image.

Use the DeepSORT algorithm to track vehicles and keep the vehicle ID of the same vehicle matched between
adjacent frames unchanged.

By traversing the vehicle position information of each frame, the tracked vehicle IDs in the current and previous
frames are obtained, and valid vehicle IDs detected in the two frames of the image are found. By observing the
images in the video and based on the vehicle ID index, the effective location information of the detected vehicle
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in the current and previous frames (including the center point x coordinate, center point y coordinate, and target
number) is stored in work locations and work prev locations, respectively.

Traverse the valid vehicle IDs in the workIDs list, calculate the positional difference (i.e., pixel distance) between
the current frame and the previous frame of the vehicle, and convert it into the true spatial distance. At the same
time, based on the pixel width of the vehicle category, video frame rate, and the mapping relationship between pixel
distance and actual spatial distance, the current frame speed of the vehicle is calculated, and the actual speed is
obtained by combining the speed of the previous few frames for smoothing.

Store the vehicle speed and its corresponding ID in km/h with one decimal place in the speed two-dimensional
list, and mark the vehicle ID and speed information in each frame of the image, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Mark the speed detection diagram

To verify whether the vehicle is speeding in practical applications, the vehicle ID and speed information are
stored in a CSV file for subsequent queries and analysis, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. CSV partial data

ID Speed
10 49
11 52.8
12 14.7
15 27.4
19 50.6
20 15.1
21 22.7
22 61.4

Finally, save the marked speed information video and CSV file for subsequent vehicle speed analysis and statistics.

Figure 11. Speed measurement diagram
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Figure 12. Error Examples

4.4 Comparative Experiment

This paper demonstrates the speed measurement performance of the algorithm under different lighting, weather,
and road conditions by selecting four different scenes: daytime, cloudy, rainy night, and nighttime for video detection.
As shown in photos of Figure 11, through result analysis, we can find that in these four scenarios, the algorithm can
stably and accurately measure vehicle speed. This indicates that the algorithm has excellent accuracy and robustness,
and can demonstrate excellent speed measurement performance in different scenarios. This algorithm can maintain
stable speed measurement, whether at night with dim lighting or in complex weather conditions such as rainy days.
This algorithm has a very broad application prospect in fields such as traffic management, urban planning, and public
safety.

Although in certain scenarios, such as the placement of video cameras, deviation of vehicle movement direction,
and vehicle pauses, this method may have certain errors, as shown in Figure 12. The vehicle with ID 17 in the
picture did not move, but due to the movement of the camera, the position of the vehicle changed, resulting in a speed
increase for vehicle 17. But in general, this method can be used as a simple and effective way to estimate vehicle
speed.

5 Conclusion

This paper provides an overview of vehicle detection, tracking, and speed measurement work, introducing
relevant technologies and algorithms in this field, and using the YOLOv5 algorithm + DeepSORT algorithm for
vehicle detection, tracking, and speed measurement. I have mainly completed the following three parts of work:

(1) In the vehicle detection section, this paper first analyzes the YOLO series of algorithms and focuses on the
YOLOv5 algorithm and its different variants. The YOLOv5 algorithm variant from the COCO dataset was used for
training, and the YOLOv5s model was ultimately selected for subsequent experiments.

(2) In the vehicle tracking section, this paper provides a detailed analysis of the principles of the DeepSORT
algorithm, including the Hungarian algorithm and the Kalman wave filtering algorithm used, and describes the
specific process. Make changes to the deep grid structure and train accordingly. Finally, multiple videos were used
for testing.

(3) In the section about vehicle speed measurement, this paper mainly designs an algorithm to convert the pixel
distance between two frames into the actual distance for speed measurement.

The future research directions of this article are as follows:
(1) Enhance the dataset by testing the accuracy of the model with a dataset that includes more vehicles and

scenarios.
(2) Improve the model. In order to improve the accuracy of prediction results, more suitable models can be

designed by improving the model algorithm. In neural network models, the number of neural nodes and network
layers has a significant impact on the prediction results. Therefore, when the computer configuration is high,
the number of neural nodes and network layers can be appropriately increased, and the input data volume and
configuration parameters can be adjusted to obtain more accurate prediction results.

(3) Apply the algorithm to other aspects. It can detect license plates, replace ID values in speed measurement, and
directly obtain vehicle information, which is more convenient; repositioning the incoming video with surveillance
allows for real-time monitoring; perform traffic light detection to adjust the time ratio of traffic lights and alleviate
traffic congestion.

(4) Make it a system. Transform all functions into an intelligent urban traffic management system that can be
used by relevant departments.
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